Job description Jury President 2017
Bouldering
Please also check the Judging Manual!

1.Before the competition
Don’t forget to check if your login and password are activated for the assigned competition. It’s a
good idea to change your password to a temporary one before giving it to the local Result Service
(RS) person.

Checks the timetable: minimum a 2 hour time gap between the last competitor and the
closing of the iso of the next round (see rule 7.7.1).
Organizes a meeting before the competition (Organizer, JP, IFSC-Judge, Chief Routsetter).
Technical meeting: The JP is responsible for creating the starting lists (see Result service
Handbook). But putting the actual results into the system during the competition is done by
the local Result Service (RS) person.
Checks with the Chief Routesetter if there are any problems related to the routesetting.
Has overall authority in the competition area.
It’s a good idea to collect mobile phone numbers: IFSC Judge, competition doctor,
organisation, isolation stewards...
Plans and presides over all meetings of IFSC officials.
Presides the technical meeting: makes sure he/she is fully informed about all the details of
the competition before the technical meeting. Inform the team managers where the official
notice board is placed.
Is responsible for briefing all officiating National Judges on the application of the IFSC Rules.
Inspects each boulder with regard to safety aspects prior to start + check if all the starting
positions, bonusholds and topholds are clear.
Makes sure the competition doctor is in attendance (from the opening of the iso until the
last competitor of the round).
Determines the position of the cameras (in consulation with the Chief Routesetter) and
instructs the camera crew.
Makes sure that food and beverages are provided for the judging team.
Checks the isolation zone and the call zone and makes sure everything is in accordance with
the rules and regulations.
Makes contact with the speaker and gives advice and direction.
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2.During the competition
Is responsible for the briefing of the competitors before each round (boundaries...).
Answers questions of competitors during observation time.
Is responsible for the safety (can, for instance, stop a competitor).
Is responsible for the slotting after a technical incident.
Deals with appeals (convenes and chairs the Appeals Jury).
Informs a competitor/coach when the competitor is downgraded after an appeal.
Approves and signs the starting lists for the next round (not the result lists).
May issue warnings (yellow cards) and red cards.
May request a medical check- up of a competitor and may, depending on the outcome of
the check-up, stop the competitor from competing.
May permit the use of otherwise non-allowed equipment in the isolation zone (i.e. a laptop
for watching DVD's...).
May allow communication between competitors and persons outside the competition area.
Verifies the planned time schedule and makes corrections if necessary.
Deals with problems among officials (please be diplomatic and discrete).
Makes sure the whole team (judges, belayers, isolation stewards, camera crew,
routesetters) get good working conditions and get sufficient rest between two rounds.

3.After the competition
Approves and signs the final result lists (all other result lists are signed by the IFSC-Judge).
Make sure the results are imported into ranking.
Organizes a debriefing for the Judges, Organizer and other officials if possible.
If possible collect interesting recordings and all the videos used to treat the appeals. Notes
in the report if there is any sequence that may be of interest for training/seminar purposes.
Submits the reports: JP report and if applicable : Injury report, JP report on aspirant,
Disciplinary Action Form and sends the videos.
Submits the Expenses Reimbursement Form.
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